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Hot News!

 

Dear fellowmen! We are happy to announce that LP Chip has 
 gladly agreed to give us an unforgettable interview. Read on  
and you ll spot it! 
Also, we are announcing the CTG composer of the day judging 
 by WNP(Worth No Penny) Press standards. His name is M-Cubis.    

Behind the scenes. 
One popular actor told me that movies as we know them do not exist. All of them are not more 
then a skillfully done illusion. I asked him what he meant and he expanded his theory. This is 
what he had said: 
 "When you see a movie where cowboys shoot each other, actors don't really die. They just 
pretend to die by falling down and screaming. The bullets are fake and so are the guns. I know it 
sounds unbelievable, but it's true." 
 Of course, it all sounded a little science fiction to me. We all see that when an actor is shot in a 
movie, he spits real blood and then falls down dead. How can that be a trick? 
 "It is not real blood, it's tomato sauce", - said my interlocutor. - "Besides, if actors were killed for 
real, there would be no actors left after the Titanic movie or the Terminator." 
 But although his words sounded reasonable, I thought I'd never want to watch a trick movie 
again. How can you watch something you know is a lie?  

 

Did you know that

 



Interview with LP Chip 
Q: Do you read a lot?  
A: Depends... If you mean books, then its a no. But i do read alot online in forums and at 
my job i have to read alot too  (I do read books from time to time, but its minimal)   

Q: Do you agree that garbage literature is preferrable because not only you can read it, 
but also wrap stuff in it?  
A: I think its prefferable because the stories in it are usually small, which can be read to 
consume like half an hour of time. I wouldn't use it to wrap stuff in it though...   

Q: Who is your favourite writer and why? (yep, this is an overused question, I know. 
That's why it became black n gray of usage.)  
A: I like Stephen King. The kind of stories really fits my preferences.   

Q: What do you like more - a good ride in a car or a pizza?  
A: Tough one. I really like both. But I like to drive a car more I guess...   

Q: Is it true that you have a chip implanted in your brain that makes you do music that 
sounds like it was made by a computer? If it is indeed the case, where can our readers 
buy those chips and what hospitals do the implantation?  
A: Hahaha, If there is a chip in my brain, the doctor overlooked it. I guess im too inspired 
by computer chips to make the sound similar...   

Q: I've heard that LP stands for Lechi Pemerick. What the hell is Lechi Pemerick?  
A: Where the hell did you heard that? Cus it doesn't stand for Lechi Pemerick. LOL. If it 
makes you happy, LP stands for Leon Pascal, which are my first and middle name.   

Q: What can you say about the success of your latest release? Did you intend to create 
such a hit? (What's your latest release, btw?)  
A: My latest release is Synthy Orchestra. I didn't planned it to be such hit, cus its a demo 
song for a VSTi i made. But it turned out so well that i released it. I made the song about 
half a year ago though, so technically its not my latest release. Step Forward would be my 
latest release, and that song was planned to be what it have become    

Q: Okay, thank you very much for this interview. Before you go, last question: how often 
do you hear the voice of the great frog?  
A: Thanks for the interview. I hear it every night.  
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